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Designed for what matters. 
Doing the job right. It’s the principle that guides our approach to creating  
better workspaces. We take the time to listen and design our products to  
meet the demanding needs of tomorrow’s business challenges. We study  
how people interact with their furniture and more importantly, each other.  
We explore, because even the smallest advancement can dramatically improve  
your office productivity, comfort, and quality. 

It matters to you so it matters to us.
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You’ll find function and style  

everywhere you look. 

Functionality, flexibility, and style are built 

into every Allsteel systems product. They’re 

thoughtfully designed to be easy to configure 

and install and to reconfigure and repurpose. 

So you’ll always get the most out of your 

investment. We’ve covered every base, 

from training furniture to conference tables  

to solutions that enhance systems furniture.

Systems  
& Tables

Stride®

Keep pace with your environment.

Stride offers great design for the environment, for a variety of 
workers, and for changing business needs. This comprehensive 
collection of surfaces, storage, and traditional and light-scale 
space division creates productive and inspiring workspaces 
that support different tasks and worker generations. A flexible 
kit-of-parts works together throughout the entire office to respond 
to changing needs, from traditional panel-based workstations and 
high-performance private offices to benching applications for 
collaborative teams or mobile workers. Stride was designed  
to incorporate the most sustainable practices at every step.
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Further™

The freedom to plan for change.  

Further provides an innovative, completely flexible approach to 
the work environment. The signature trapezoid worksurface can 
combine with rectangular and angled shapes for interesting 
and hardworking individual or collaborative workspaces.  
A unique power hub connects people to power in freestanding 
or connected arrangements. Glass or fabric screens and 
multiple storage options offer functional style that helps  
you adapt efficiently to meet tomorrow’s needs.   
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Terrace DNA®

Building blocks for a better office. 

Terrace DNA offers flexible space-planning solutions to 
create a variety of design applications and work environments 
for each worker and workstyle. This collection offers more 
aesthetic differentiation and increased design flexibility, from 
open, light-scale, collaborative worksettings with lower panel 
heights to more private spaces with higher panels. Load it up 
with storage or slim it down for space efficiency. It delivers  
the building blocks for a better, more beautiful office.
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Optimize™

An efficient system that makes the most of your choices. 

A cohesive collection of panels, worksurfaces, and storage 
assures that your space will function efficiently and evolve 
efficiently. Whether you’re outfitting a call center, incorporating 
teaming areas, replacing a reception desk, or creating a new 
manager station, Optimize is simple to install and built to last, 
and can maximize your investment.
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Concensys®

The stronger, faster, friendlier solution.

Concensys offers fast and efficient specification, installation, 
and reconfiguration. Workstations are built with all-metal 
construction to provide strength and durability for a lifetime  
of use. Panels are fully assembled and feature all-metal 
construction, including metal panel connectors, top caps,  
and kickplates. Plus, Concensys delivers fast to meet 
changing business needs.
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Cadence®

Flexible freestanding desking.

Cadence offers freestanding desks, credenzas, and storage  
to create versatile space that lets you move smoothly  
from conferencing to the computer, from face time to  
heads-down work. It features durable, long-lasting,  
heavy-gauge steel construction, and a selection of surface 
materials to complement the panel-based environment. 
Simplified specification and installation get offices up  
and running quickly.

Merge®

Where people and projects come together.

Merge tables include advanced functionality that adjusts  
to the way you work. Adaptive tables provide instant  
work and meeting space. Conference rooms benefit from  
Power Bay™ tables that have a built-in center area for power  
and storage. For a change of posture throughout the workday,  
Lift & Release™ legs offer easy height adjustment, while 
standing-height tables are perfect for project work and  
café areas. Merge allows people to collaborate inside  
and outside their offices.  
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Aware®

As flexible and functional as you are.

Aware flip-top, folding, and fixed tables offer a range of leg 
shapes, sizes, and finishes perfect for a variety of applications, 
including training rooms, education environments, private 
offices, and open-plan meeting areas. Aware’s light-scale 
design and optional casters make it easy for anyone to set 
up, rearrange, or store for later use. A variety of aesthetic and 
functional options allow you to keep it simple or add features 
to meet specific needs.
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Where ideas meet.

Gather™ instantly makes spaces more productive, 

more comfortable, and more relevant. Gather 

pieces are intuitive and functional, and fit the 

postures that people naturally take, so you  

can collaborate and work the way you want. 

From tables to seating, technology to space 

division, Gather provides a comprehensive 

lineup of solutions.

Collaboration

Belong®

Harvest™ Hedge™ Mind-Share® Rise™

View™ Linger™ All-Around™ Scooch™ Transfer™ Sketch™Take-5™
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A place for everything.

Allsteel is where the lateral file was invented, 

and we’ve been refining storage systems  

ever since. Our storage solutions are designed 

to maximize personal organization and 

productivity, simplify planning, and make 

offices more efficient. We give our storage 

solutions the capacity and adaptability you 

need for your busy workplace.

Storage & 
Accessories

Align™

Complete storage solutions that complement your style.

Versatile metal credenzas, pedestals, and towers incorporate 
thoughtful details to meet today’s workplace demands, and 
combine to offer a universal design that coordinates with  
Allsteel systems furniture. Full-metal construction ensures 
durability, with a range of configurations that provides enough 
flexibility for any space or application. Choose from multiple  
finish options to enhance your design aesthetic. 
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Involve®

Share work as it happens.

Involve brings together all the things you need to make work 
areas more productive, efficient, and collaborative. It incorporates 
soft seating into the primary workspace to encourage interaction, 
and multi-dimensional laminate storage options to support 
active work. Involve’s modular design accommodates all the 
different ways work gets done, from heads-down, focused 
work to impromptu conversations. It integrates seamlessly 
with Terrace DNA and Stride panels with an inspiring mix of 
materials and finishes.
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Essentials™

Designed to handle critical storage needs.

Essentials storage offers convenience, capacity, and durability 
with features such as ball-bearing drawer suspension, full-steel 
construction, and choices in pull styles and paint colors. 
Laterals, pedestals, personal files, bookcases, overheads,  
and personal towers are designed to cover the most practical 
storage needs. 

Workplace Personalization
Your workplace should fit you and the way you work.

Organized and comfortable offices foster creativity and 
productivity. Create ergonomic work environments by 
combining Allsteel task seating with Altitude® height-
adjustable tables and worksurfaces, monitor arms,  
and keyboard platforms. Keep work areas properly lit  
with stylish Link™ and Wand™ LED lighting. Organize  
and decrease clutter with storage and Extensions™  
work tools. Make your work environment work for you. 
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#19® Relate® Sum®

Access™Clarity®

Mimeo™

Scout®

Work seating
Allsteel work seating provides ergonomic features 
essential for comfort and productivity. With a range of 
aesthetics and a variety of functions, there is a seating 
solution for every person, every task, and every style.

Acuity® shown 

Trooper®

Seating that keeps you working  

in comfort and style.

Allsteel offers seating solutions that fit your 

organization, office environment, and staff 

preferences. Every chair is ergonomically 

designed to promote natural postures and 

freedom of movement, for comfort that 

moves with you. Allsteel chairs bring  

quality to any space design and every  

work application.

Seating
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InspireInspire®Trooper

Mimeo Sum

Relate

SeekMimeo armless

Inspire tablet arm

Take-5

Inspire sled base

Scooch

Relate Inspire four-legged chair

Linger

Work stools
Our stools are designed to keep you supported 
and comfortable at standing-height workstations 
and café-height tables.

Access

Nimble®

Inspire work chair

Clarity lounge with arms Clarity lounge armless

Multi-purpose seating
Mobile, stackable, and soft seating perform in a wide 
variety of settings, including teaming areas, project 
rooms, reception areas, cafés, training rooms, and 
anywhere people come together to work or learn.

Clarity guest with arms Clarity guest armless

Tolleson

Guest seating
Our comfortable side seating options make it easy for 
guests to pull up a chair or small groups to gather. 

Relate Seek®

Acuity
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Open to possibilities.

The simple, clean aesthetic of Beyond® 

movable walls brings the future into view with 

framed and frameless glass options, as well as 

solid walls that support a more private space. 

Move beyond permanent drywall solutions and 

rigid space planning, with built-in flexibility that 

responds to the rhythms of business change. 

  
Walls
Movable
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We believe that we can make a real and lasting difference for our environment by 
designing relevant, durable, high-quality products that are guaranteed for years  
of use and reuse. For details, visit allsteeloffice.com/alltogethernow.

©2015 Allsteel Inc. 
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Trooper are registered trademarks and Access, 
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Linger, Link, Mimeo, Optimize, Power Bay,  
Rise, Scooch, Sketch, Take-5, Transfer, View  
and Wand are trademarks. Indoor Advantage  
is a trademark of Scientific Certification 
Systems. level is a registered trademark  
of BIFMA International.
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This FSC-certified paper 
contains 10% post-consumer 
recycled content.

Allsteel Inc.
Muscatine, Iowa 52761-5257

allsteeloffice.com

Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture 
industry as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council. 
All Allsteel products are SCS Indoor Advantage™ or  
Indoor Advantage Gold certified and level® 2 certified.

We believe that we can make a real and lasting difference for our environment by 
designing relevant, durable, high-quality products that are guaranteed for years  
of use and reuse. For details, visit allsteeloffice.com/alltogethernow.


